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ACCEPTANCE MONTH

Students speak out about this month’s “Gaypril”
events. 
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BOLD STEPS FOR A CURE

Rider hosts first thyroid cancer walk inspired by
cancer survivor Lori Cuffari.
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PITCHER PERFECT

Senior pitcher Tyler Smith wraps up four-year
Rider career.
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Memorial Hall, the oldest academic building on campus, will now be renovated after long discussions. The improvements will include a new HVAC system and exterior makeover blending with North Hall.

Finally, quiet coming to Memorial
President Rozanski discusses campus improvements, challenges

M

By Lauren Santye
EMORIAL Hall

on Rider’s Lawrenceville
campus will finally be revamped, President
Mordechai Rozanski told faculty and staff at
Tuesday’s Town Hall meeting.
“No more air conditioners, no more dripping air
conditioners, no more noise,” he said. “Finally the oldest academic building on campus with be the refreshed
academic building.”

Memorial will get a new central cooling system,
and each classroom and office will have individual
controls. The exterior look of the building will be
spiffed up to blend with North Hall. The renovations
will start May 20, and they are expected to be completed by Aug. 20. This is a $3 million project, and the
funds have come from energy investments, he said.
There was good news also for the Westminster
campus. The groundbreaking for the Marion

Buckelew Cullen Center will take place May 17.
This 12,000-square-foot building will contain a
rehearsal/recital hall that can accommodate the entire
Symphonic Choir. This $8 million project has been
funded through money already raised.
“Westminster will finally
have the facilities they
SEE TOWN HALL
deserve,” Rozanski said.
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By Jen Maldonado
EVERAL decades

ago, a close friend
asked Don Brown, now retiring as
head of the Multicultural Center, to
do her a favor and drive with her to
what is now Rowan University to hear a
young black preacher from Georgia speak.
Brown decided to go, despite his
father’s protest that the speaker was far
too radical. Little did Brown know he
would hear something that would totally
change the way he thought about the
world.
The speaker was Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. and from that day on, Brown
adopted a whole new outlook on life,
which he has continued to promote
throughout his 24 years at Rider.
Brown, pioneer of the Multicultural
Center and professor of the Race, Class
and Gender course, is retiring at the end
of the semester. It was 1989 when Brown
was asked to come to the university by a
former student of his, Rubin Joyner, to
help rebuild the university’s Educational
Opportunity Program (EOP). While
working with EOP, he noticed the campus
was in need of a multicultural center.
“We wanted to have a means of
addressing issues of valuing diversity
on a university-wide basis,” Brown said.

“Students that were here at the time
were looking for a way to create it. After
looking at the candidates that came in, I
didn’t feel anyone could do this job like I
could, so I applied.”
Brown became heavily involved with
developing the center and ultimately got
the job as its director. The Multicultural
Center is set up in what Brown refers
to as “the heart” of the Bart Luedeke
Center and serves as “a place where
students can lounge and discuss multicultural issues without being in a classroom
setting.”
The center now sponsors programs
such as the Celebration of Lights,
Hispanic Heritage Month, Asian
Appreciation Month, Women Studies’
Month and gay appreciation events,
including Coming Out Day.
Brown’s desire to give back to his
community and instill a service value into
Rider students was inspired by King’s
speech.
“He changed my entire life around,”
Brown said. “I listened to Dr. King and
decided I was going to get involved with
civil rights.”
Brown’s
SEE BROWN
crusade began
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Courtesy of Don Brown

Don Brown, retiring, leaves footprint of service

Don Brown, the Director of the Multicultural Center, will be retiring at the end of this semester.
Brown has been working at Rider for the past 24 years.
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Exit issues

The front plate of an emergency exit sign was removed
from Kroner Hall on April 21.
At 2:34 a.m., Public Safety was
patrolling the residence quad
when an officer noticed the
vandalism. Facilities was called
to repair the exit sign, but the
current cost of the damage is
unknown.

Girl drama

Tensions were high between
two female resident students on
April 20.
At 12:01 a.m., Public Safety
received a call from a female
student saying she was punched
in the face by another female
student while she was outside of
the Pub. Public Safety contacted
the other student, who gave her
side of the story.
Neither student required
medical treatment and the matter was referred to the Office of
Community Standards.

Bumpy ride

Going on a blow-up ride
turned into a painful experience
for a female resident student on
April 19.
At 2:33 p.m., the student said
she decided to ride a blow-up
castle slide at the iStock event.
The student told Public Safety
that when she slid down, she
landed awkwardly, injuring her
left ankle. The student declined
additional medical attention but
was provided ice packs by Public
Safety.
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C O M I N G U P. . .
Friday, April 26

Seven Brides for Seven Brothers
7:30 p.m., BLC Theater. Tickets cost $20 for adults
and $10 for students.
April 27 at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., BLC theater
April 28 at 2 p.m., BLC theater

Giving back to Our House Day of Service
1 to 4 p.m., BLC

Grammy’s Night
7 p.m., the Pub

Sunday, April 28

Bold Steps to Fight Thyroid Cancer Walk
and Fundraiser
Noon to 5 p.m., SRC
See Walkers take ‘Bold Steps’ toward a cure on page 8
Tuesday, April 30

Katelyn White/The Rider News

Rider University’s Band Spring Concert
7:30 p.m., BLC Theater
Tuesday, April 30

Westminster NAFME Studio Night
9 p.m., Bristol Chapel
Wednesday, May 1

Growing green awareness at Earth Day

America’s Got Talent 2012 Finalist
Comedian Tom Cotter
10 p.m., Cavalla Room

Junior Danielle Campanella poses with a prop from one of the games that was a part of Rider’s Earth Day celebration on April 21. Other
activities included a “test-your-strength” game, trivia questions, environmental awareness games and plenty of giveaways.

Academic
Excellence.
Professional
Success.

Dedicated to:
• Academic Excellence
• Quality Patient Care
• Professional Leadership
Degree Programs include:
• Doctor of Chiropractic
• Master of Science in Acupuncture
• Master of Science in Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine
• Master of Science in Applied
Clinical Nutrition (online delivery)
• Master of Science in Human
Anatomy & Physiology Instruction
(online delivery)
For more information call
NYCC at 1-800-234-6922
or visit www.nycc.edu.

Finger Lakes School of
Acupuncture & Oriental Medicine
of New York Chiropractic College
School of Applied Clinical Nutrition

2360 Route 89 • Seneca Falls, NY 13148
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SGA recognizes stand-out clubs
The Student Government Association (SGA) would like to
thank all who participated in nominating various clubs
and organizations for the 2012-13 SGA Club Awards.
Rookie of the Year: BranchOut

This award was presented to a club that has been recognized by Senate during the 2012-13 school year and has
made a presence on campus.

Event of the Year: “Pink in the Rink” by Club Ice
Hockey
This award was presented to a club that presented the
campus with the best event of the 2012-13 school year
based on expected goals, budget and attendance.
Clockwise from left, Joe Petrizzo, Rachel Stengel, Katie Zeck, Nicole Veenstra, Kristy Grinere, Emily Eiermann, Katie
Hambor, Dave Pavlak, Maggie Sarlo and Jen Maldonado were the recipients of 12 New Jersey Press Association awards.

News sweeps up 17 awards
Paper gets most awards in N.J., 1st for general excellence
The Rider News recently won 17 awards for its journalistic
work. This is the most awards the paper has won in a single
year, topping 2007, when the staff won eight New Jersey
Press Foundation awards. The awards this year include a
Sweepstakes Award, which is presented to the school that
accumulates the most points out of all the entered college
newspapers in the state.

New Jersey Press Foundation
Sweepstakes Award
1st place awards
Staff, General Excellence
Joe Petrizzo and Katie Zeck, News Writing
“Let’s Get Fiscal: Unexpected budget shortfall leads to departmental cuts”
Nicole Veenstra, Feature Writing
“Gleek snags break on reality show,” “Fulbright winner says ‘guten
tag’ to Austria”
David Pavlak, Biography/Personality Profile
“Fenlator pilots life’s struggles and joys,” “Thompson makes his
mark”
Kristy Grinere, Editorial Writing
“Banishing the bad from the Banner system,” “Shootings spark
new safety tactics”
David Pavlak, Sports Writing
“Rider looks to rock the rim this season”

Maggie Sarlo, General Photography
“Superstorm Sandy”, “From snitch to witch”
2nd place awards
Joe Petrizzo, Editorial Writing
“Barack the vote: Obama to assist higher education”
Staff, Layout and Design
“Weird NJ showcases the state’s spookiest secrets,” “Braving the
bobsled”
3rd place awards
Jen Maldonado, Biography/Personality Profile
“Well, we’re not moving”
Ben Strahle, Sports Photography
“Women’s soccer wants wins in last two home games,” “Rider
rallies, but falls in 6 a.m. game”

Society of Professional Journalists - Region 1
2nd place awards
Joe Petrizzo and Katie Zeck, General News Reporting
“Let’s Get Fiscal: Unexpected budget shortfall leads to departmental cuts”
Staff, Online News Reporting
“Hurricane Sandy”
Staff, Best All-Around Non Daily Student Newspaper
3rd place awards
Katie Zeck and Rachel Stengel, Breaking News Reporting
“Vicious Virus: Overnight norovirus outbreak sickens dozens”
David Pavlak, Sports Writing
“Fenlator pilots life’s struggles and joys”

Best Advertising of the Year: Spectrum

This award was presented to a club that made a presence
in the Rider University community through unique and
effective advertising during the 2012-13 school year.

Diversity Club of the Year: Spectrum

This award was presented to a club that promoted the most
diversity around the Rider community during the 2012-13
school year.

Most Spirited Club of the Year: Rider Dance
Ensemble

This award was presented to a club that has exhibited the
most club, school or community spirit during the 2012-13
school year.

Most Improved Club of the Year: Circle K

This award was presented to a club that has improved on a
certain goal or as a whole during the 2012-13 school year.

Academic Club of the Year: Student Education
Association

This award was presented to an academic club that has
made a presence in the Rider community during the 201213 school year.

Community Service Event of the Year: “Battle of
the Buildings” by RHA
This award was presented to a club that organized and
hosted the most impacting community service event
during the 2012-13 school year.

Most Impacting Club of the Year: Spectrum

This award was presented to a club that has impacted the
most students in the Rider community during the 2012-13
school year.
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By Katie Zeck
HEN Angela DiFranco, ’11,
was presented with her first
classroom as a full-time
teacher she walked into a bar-

ren room.
“The principal said, ‘Here’s your
classroom,’ and it was completely
empty,” DiFranco said. “I thought to
myself; ‘Thank goodness I’ve been saving some books.’ So here’s some advice:
yard sales. Districts aren’t going to give
you a lot of money, so be a bargain
shopper and go to yard sales. Anything
that can be applied to multiple grade
levels will be very useful.”
Advice, tips and insightful anecdotes
such as DiFranco’s story were plentiful at the School of Education’s 100year Anniversary event, New Jersey
Distinguished Student Teacher Award
Panel.
DiFranco, as well as Emily
DiPaolo,’10 and ToniAnne Mizzi-Hall,
’12, have all been recognized as New
Jersey Distinguished Student Teachers
by the Department of Education.
This award recognizes the 15 most

outstanding student teachers in the
state.
The event was facilitated by Dr.
Sharon McKool, an associate professor
in the School of Education, who questioned the panel on topics relating to
being successful while student teaching
and the process of landing a teaching
job after graduation. Each panelist told
stories of their personal experiences
and provided advice to the audience of
undergraduate education majors.
DiPaolo, who is currently an eighth
grade math teacher in Wall Township,
N.J., said that one of the main reasons
she was able to be successful while
student teaching was because she was
receptive to the constructive criticism
provided to her.
“I student-taught second grade and
I remember reflecting on every lesson,” she said. “Not only with myself,
but with my cooperating teacher and
my supervisor, Dr. Carol Brown. I used
that feedback for my next lesson and I
think that’s really what your supervisors
and all your cooperating teachers are
going to look for. Be receptive and try

Ben Strahle/The Rider News

Alumnae provide insightful teaching tips

From left, Emily DiPaolo,’10, Angela DiFranco, ’11 and ToniAnne Mizzi-Hall, ’12 were all recognized as New Jersey Distinguished student teachers while undergraduate education majors at Rider.
to change what you’re doing by using
their suggestions.”
Mizzi-Hall’s approach to student
teaching was slightly different. Before
becoming a teacher, Mizzi-Hall was a
microbiologist.
“My student teaching experience
was in an eighth grade earth science

class,” she said. “While some of my
background prior to teaching was in
biology and chemistry, it certainly
wasn’t in earth science, so I had to
really re-familiarize myself with the
content. So for
SEE EDUCATION
me, that was
PAGE 5
really stressful
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By Lauren Santye
HIS summer,

Rider is taking the
plunge into a new, simplified learning management system by switching from Blackboard to Canvas.
The Rider community has had
varying opinions regarding Blackboard,
which ultimately led to the change.
“Faculty and students were regularly
reporting that they found Blackboard
to be cumbersome and difficult to use,”
said Carol Kondrach, associate vice
president for the Office of Information
Technology (OIT). “We are looking
forward to a fresh start with Canvas.”
According to Kondrach, Canvas
has a streamlined interface that is
comparable to Facebook. There are
drop-down menus where students can
see their courses, assignments and
grades. Canvas is also customizable for
both teachers and students. According
to the Canvas’ website, instructure.
com, students can specify what courses
they want shown and how and when
they want to be notified about events
that are occurring within the classes.
Students can also receive notifications
through Facebook, Twitter, email or
text.
A convenient feature integrated
into this program is an automatically

Brown

created calendar for assignments, which
can be exported to a Google calendar.
Some classes at Rider have already
started using Canvas. Carrie Lettire, a
sophomore elementary education and
American studies double major, has
experience with both Blackboard and
Canvas.
“I think it’s not a bad idea to be
switching from Blackboard to Canvas,”
Lettire said. “I currently use Canvas
in my oceanography lab class, and I
seem to like it better than Blackboard.
It gives me an update every week on my
progress in the course. Although I am
going to miss Blackboard, I think it’s
time for a change.”
Last year, Rider formed a committee that evaluated different learning
management systems, according to
Kondrach.
“The goal of the evaluation was
to compare Blackboard to the other
systems available and choose the one
that best matched Rider’s mission and
the needs of students, faculty and other
campus users,” Kondrach said.
During the evaluations there were
demonstrations, surveys and the opportunity for a hands-on learning experience. There was even a vendor fair
where the Rider community could test

‘‘

New Jersey town
of Salem, where
he worked with a
CONT’D FROM P. 1
group to get people
of color involved with the police and fire
departments. He went on to work with the
New Jersey Education Consortium, whose
objective was to get black history textbooks
in public schools and prepare educators to teach
the material. After doing that for several years, he
began to train students from Ivy League schools as
well as those returning from the Peace Corps to work
in urban areas, which was done through what are now
The College of New Jersey and Kean University.
“I’ve just always been involved with civil rights in
both formal and informal areas,” Brown said. “I’ve
found to it be the most intriguing thing about my
career. Growing up in the mid-’60s, there was nothing
more exciting for a black man than to be involved with
the Civil Rights Movement.”
In 1993, the Lawrenceville campus attracted
national media attention over a fraternity’s racially
based hazing incident. Brown and the Department of
Communication responded with a day of workshops
on campus about topics related to tolerance and other
cultural issues.
“We wanted to create training about cultural diversity, which has now evolved into Unity Day,” Brown
explained. “Each spring, I try to pull together issues
on campus that students will have to deal with. From
that, we develop a program that will involve speakers
and workshops dealing with those issues, along with a
celebratory aspect.”
In addition to helping found Unity Day, Brown
reinvented Rider’s Black History Month activities.
Prior to Brown coming to the university, the campus
celebrated King’s life and talks without putting much
emphasis on his active role in community service, a
topic Brown is very passionate about.
“We at Rider are very privileged,” he said. “The
whole idea of higher education is to prepare our
future leaders, and they must understand realistically
who they’re helping through forms of community service. We must learn to give back, and it’s a reciprocal
thing — not only do we give something to the community, but the community gives something to us.”
During his time at Rider, Brown has also been an
integral part of the monthly Midnight Run service
trips in which students take clothes and food to the
homeless living on the streets of New York. Brown
feels these programs are essential to students’ understanding of giving back.
“One of the most fascinating people we met on the

rider.instructure.com

Swapping systems: Blackboard to Canvas

Rider’s new learning management system, Canvas, above, will replace Blackboard over the summer.
According to Associate Vice President of OIT Carol Kondrach, it is easier to use.
out the different systems.
Kondrach tells us that those who
tried out the systems thought Canvas
was the easiest learning management
system to use and it consistently scored
higher than the other systems that were
being evaluated.

Kondrach encourages students to
try out Canvas for themselves. Visit
rider.instructure.com/courses/2168 to
sample the program.

Rider,” Campbell said. “As a teacher,
mentor and friend, he encouraged the
entire Rider community to live our community values statement and celebrate
our differences for they are our gifts.
Personally, I will always be grateful for
Don Brown, Director of the Multicultural Center the perspective and balance he brought
during difficult moments on campus,
the leadership and service opportunities
streets of New York was a man who spoke seven lanhe provided for our students and the
guages,” Brown said. “Each time we went, he would
wise counsel and friendship he provided me on a daily
be there. One month he wasn’t there anymore, and we
basis.”
found out he got a job as an interpreter. He did end
Joyner, who serves as the EOP director, agrees with
up back on the streets due to his substance problem,
Campbell’s sentiments and feels Brown has been “phebut the idea that the homeless are individuals with hisnomenal for Rider.”
tories of their own is an incredible learning experience
“He’s an advocate, team member and a true
for our students, who often think of them as statistics.”
Renaissance man,” Joyner said. “Don has been a rock
Brown has additionally been responsible for
for Rider. When you lose someone, you don’t want
sponsoring many well-known figures as speakers at
to lose what they’ve done. We want to continue his
the university including poet Amiri Baraka, civil
advances and celebrate the differences that make us
rights advocate and singer Harry Belafonte, author
stronger as a university.”
and advocate Irshad Manji, and filmmaker Michael
Vickie McLaughlin, administrative specialist in
Moore.
Student Affairs, said she will miss having Brown as a
Brown said Baraka, who was named the Poet
supervisor.
Laureate of New Jersey, was one of the more contro“First and foremost, Don is a gentleman,” she said.
versial speakers Rider has seen. He had a reputation
“Don is all about empowering the students. He would
of being anti-Semitic, anti-female and abusive. A
always say, ‘You know me, Vic. If I can get through to
number of professors were very critical of having him
one student, that’s what it’s all about.’ He was satisfied
when he made a positive difference, and he’s passionon campus and tried to ban his speech, according to
ate about education.”
Brown.
A jazz brunch will take place in June to honor
“I was going against my friends on campus to have
Brown and will additionally serve as a fundraiser for
this man come,” Brown said. “To me, whether he was
the Distinguished Writers Series for EOP students,
all those things or not didn’t really matter, because the
in which they get to spend time studying the work of
students had invited him, and we need to have faith
Pulitzer-prize-winning and other recognized writers.
in our students to critically assess who can come to
The series has lost funding over the years, so Brown
campus. That’s the importance of the academy: You
wants to use his retirement as a way to raise money
don’t censor. There was a great deal of conflict, but
and awareness for the cause.
it’s important for freedom of discussion.”
Brown simply wants to be remembered fundamenAnother speaker Brown said he’s particularly proud
tally for being an educator, since he will continue to
of getting to come is Belafonte.
teach a few courses at Rider after he retires as director
“I was hesitant for him to come at first because
of the Multicultural Center.
I knew what he meant to my generation, but to the
“What I consider to be my personal legacy is my
younger generation he wasn’t anything more than the
interaction with students and I’ve found that to be
guy who sang ‘Day O,’” Brown explained. “It was
my most rewarding experience,” he said. “If you’re
hard to market him to contemporary Rider students,
going to deal with something like cultural diversity,
and I was ready to give up. But Dean [of Students
it’s a process as much as it is a product. The process
Anthony] Campbell convinced me that it is the
happens with the personal interaction between the
responsibility of the adults of this community to make
students and myself. What I find most effective is the
someone like Harry known and appreciated. I really
day-to-day interaction with students, and that’s where
felt that was a revelation.”
my legacy lies.”
Brown has left a lasting impression on the members
Contact this writer at maldonadoje@theridernews.com
of the campus community.
“Don has touched many lives during his time at

What I consider to be my personal legacy is my interaction with students, and I’ve found that to be my
most rewarding experience.”
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Town Hall

the works will allow
Tri-generation, the
production of heating,
CONT’D FROM P. 1
cooling and electricity
in a new plant to be built by 2014 between the chapel
and the Fine Arts parking lot. This $5.5 million plant
will be 2,700-square-feet. The building will save Rider
approximately $500,000 a year in utilities, and keep
8,000 pounds of nitrogen oxide and 17,000 of sulfuric
oxide from the air, Rozanski said.
The president also discussed the state of the
university in terms of future goals, initiatives and
improvements. Despite challenges that lie ahead, he is
confident in the campus community’s innovation and
enthusiasm.
“Yes, we, like others, face some serious challenges,
but we’re better off than many, and we’re smart and
resourceful enough to manage our challenges realistically and positively,” he said.

Finances

Because of short- and long-term adjustments,
Rider’s budget has been balanced, according to
Rozanski. The university has been able to achieve
this by making cuts in administration, reducing the
number of spring courses offered with low enrollment
numbers and other expenditure reductions.
To try to generate more revenue, new programs
and activities were created, which have continued to
increase entrepreneurial activities and fundraising
successes.
“We will need to continue to constrain expenditures as we work to align them with revenues,” he said.
“Ultimately, our institutional vitality and progress
depend on increasing our revenues and continuing to
improve our enrollment rates.”
Rider’s goal over the next two to three years is to
grow the undergraduate population. Part of Rider’s
strategy is to continue to increase financial aid. Since

2004, financial aid has nearly doubled from $27.7 million to $54.1 million next year.

Enrollment

According to Rozanski, the university continues
to face enrollment challenges, but some numbers are
looking up. About 8,650 undergraduates students
have applied — a 3% increase from last year — and
the university has currently reached 51% of its new
student deposit goal. A total of 638 students have
deposited out of the 1,255 that the university hopes to
receive deposits from. This is 38 deposits more than
this time last year.
The president cited two reasons why enrollment is
a challenge. “First, I think is the impact of a lingering
economic downfall on families, which reduced the size
of our new student classes in each of the last several years. Second is the success in graduation rates.
Although the improvement is praiseworthy, it means
fewer students who stay for a fifth or sixth year.”

College of Business
Administration (CBA)

Dr. Steve Lorenzet, dean of CBA, shared his vision
for Rider through 2020. He is looking for a collaborative culture that primarily focuses on innovation, the
external community and academic distinction. To
achieve this, a strategic plan was created, made up
of four points: curricular innovation, international
initiatives, external relations and faculty development.
These points address improvements such as dual
admissions with community colleges, expansion of
international internships and connecting with influential alumni and business leaders.

School of Education

Dr. Sharon Sherman, dean of the School of
Education, shared some of the challenges that her
school is facing. Sherman said that the field of

Ben Strahle/The Rider News

Accounting Department learns IRS fraud procedures

Above, students participate in the Adrian Project, a day-long mock
criminal investigation. Rider students from the College of Business
Administration were able to see what it was like to work as Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) agents. The Adrian Project is a student fraud
conference held by the IRS. Rider was chosen to represent New

Jersey because of the forensics concentration program offered.
Students were broken into teams and assigned an IRS agent.
The teams were able to practice surveillance and investigation
techniques, carry mock-concealed firearms and interact in a staged
arrest wearing IRS criminal investigation vests.

The College of Continuing Studies would like to congratulate
our 2013 inductees into the

Alpha Sigma Lambda
Honor Society
Jennifer Bradley
Elizabeth Calderon
Nicole Cortese
Colleen Farrell-Gurgui
Jordana Grosso
Kendra Hall
Kendal Jones

Michele Kildea
Angela Krall
Amy Loux
Donnisha McCadden
Joseph Michlik
Denise Petti
Jeffrey Presha

Jessica Smith
Richard Stiso
Monica Umana
Ruth Wilson
Charles Zerambo
OMEGA THETA CHAPTER

First in Scholarship & Leadership
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education is a competitive environment, and Rider’s
biggest competitors are from online providers like
the University of Phoenix, where tuition is more
affordable.
Sherman added that there is now a state rating of
prospective teachers and schools of education. Now,
every teacher who graduates from Rider will be rated
in a state database, and this will produce a score for
Rider. She said that Rider must plan strategically to
meet new expectations of accreditors.

School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences (SLAS)

The greatest challenge facing a liberal arts education is from people questioning its value, according
to Dr. Patricia Mosto, dean of the College of Liberal
Arts, Education and Sciences (CLAES). She described
a focus on globalization, sustainability, lifelong learning and value-added expectations.
Students coming into the school unsure of a major
can take advantage of the General Liberal Arts
and Science Studies (GLASS). This program helps
students in the process of exploring and declaring a
major. Mosto said that SLAS is looking to have more
shadowing experiences, which can lead to internship
opportunities and job offers.

Looking forward

Rozanski concluded with a summation of Rider’s
overarching goals and philosophies.
“We foster and incubate talent and produce successful graduates, and we define success as helping
each student achieve the greatest academic enrichment and personal growth possible,” Rozanski said.
“In other words, we wish each student to graduate
with the knowledge and skills, the independence and
confidence, to live creative, responsible and gainfully
employed lives — lives of limitless possibilities.”

Education

even though I was a
scientist.”
DiFranco is now
CONT’D FROM P. 3
a contracted second and fourth grade special education teacher in
North Hanover, N.J. — a position that, according to
DiFranco, received 3,000 applications.
She provided specific tips that she attributed to her
success during the application process.
“I researched every single district that met my
teaching philosophy, and I did not apply to any
district that I didn’t think was a good match for me,”
she said. “After that, I applied online. Not only did I
apply online, but I also printed everything on résumé
paper. I included all my certificates and awards —
anything that would help me stand out — and I put
it in a résumé folder, and sent it out to the district.
The districts said they had never seen anything so
professional.”
For DiPaolo, the job hunt did not result in an
immediate full-time position.
“When I was applying, I saw more openings in
middle schools and since I had a minor in middle
school math, I went for those,” she said. “For my first
two years, I was hired as a replacement teacher. So
don’t be discouraged if it takes some time getting your
foot in the door. This is my first year teaching and I
have to say that one of the biggest helps has been my
colleagues. They’re your biggest and greatest assets.”
The education majors in attendance felt that the
event was extremely beneficial.
“I loved that I was able to hear firsthand what
student teaching and the first year of teaching was
like from very recent graduates,” said junior elementary education major Katie Freier. “Their tips were
all incredibly helpful. Applying for jobs next year will
be stressful, so this type of forum really helped to put
some of my worries at ease.”
Lindsey Hegenauer, a junior elementary education
major and president of Rider’s Student Education
Association, was pleased with the event and its educational value.
“This event was very important to me because it
shows the dedication and passion that Rider students
have for education,” she said. “I am proud to see such
strong leaders attend this fantastic event.
Contact this writer at zeckk@theridernews.com.
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By Nicole Cortese
S graduation

quickly approaches,
many students must face the fact
that there might not be many job
opportunities in the real world,
let alone in the field they are studying.
Students should take notes from adjunct
professor Jessi Franko, who overcame
the same obstacles many face today
and managed to push through the bad
economy and end up with her dream
job.
Franko originally began her journey
at Rider as a communication student.
She graduated from Rider with a B.A.
in journalism with a focus in multimedia and continued at Rider to get
her M.B.A. with a concentration in
marketing.
“Rider was my first and only
choice,” Franko said. “They have a
great multimedia and graphic design
program, so ever since then I’ve wanted
to do graphic design.”
Franko currently runs a successful graphic design and photography
business and has come full circle in her
Rider career from student to employee.
Her passion for working in the art
industry began when she was in high
school and had aspirations of becoming
an artist.
“My parents were a little nervous
about me wanting to become a fulltime artist,” Franko said. “I also had
a love of computers and I took a lot
of C++ and HTML classes, and they

suggested that I combine my love for
art with my love for computers and
become a graphic designer.”
Her family has an ongoing Rider
legacy. The university runs in her family’s bloodline.
“I went to Rider, my sister went to
Rider, my cousin was a homecoming
queen and then got married at Gill
Chapel, and my grandfather went to
Rider when it was located in Trenton,”
Franko said. “We love Rider.”
Franko’s attraction to the graphic
design field expanded when she was
able to work directly under the direction of University Photographer Peter
Borg through her graduate assistantship. This led to life skills she was able
to use for her future career.
Fellow faculty members had nothing
but positive things to say about Franko
and her teaching style.
“My advisees mentioned they are
very happy to have her as a professor,”
said Dr. David Dewberry, communication professor and Franko’s mentor.
“She’s intelligent, engaging, supportive
and full of energy.”
Learning from some of the best at
Rider, Franko’s passion for art has been
a major influence in her career.
“I kind of think of myself as an artist that markets artists,” she said. “I’ve
done sculptures and I’ve done paintings, so I try to incorporate as much of
that as I can for my clients.”
With a steady client list, Franko also

Courtesy of Jessi Franko

Jessi Franko comes full circle at Rider

Laura (Franko) Binz, ‘08, and Jessi Franko, B.A. ‘03 and M.B.A. ‘06, are both graduates of Rider.
tries her best to incorporate all of the
skills she has learned to benefit her
clients.
“When I graduated there were no
jobs, so that’s why I decided to go back
and get my Master’s degree,” Franko
said. “I have my M.B.A, with a focus on
marketing and my undergrad in multimedia design so I try to weave them
together. I’ve always wanted to have my
own business, and it was just the right
timing that Rider was looking to hire
a new adjunct. I try to collaborate as
much as I can with other artists.”
Current colleagues admire her for all
that she has accomplished.
“As an alumna of Rider, she is a

great role model for students to follow,”
Dewberry said. “She once was the
learner but now she is the master.”
Franko is ecstatic that she gets to use
her degrees in the field she was taught.
“I feel I am working my dream job
– I am spreading the love and knowledge of graphic design to other future
designers and I also have my own company,” Franko said. “I am surrounded
by such amazing and creative faculty in
the Communication Department, and
I work with artists on a daily basis with
my company. I couldn’t ask for anything more. I feel truly blessed and am
so grateful for everything.”

Maness has finesse in the music industry

W

By Nicole Veenstra

Maness learned to play the
clarinet in sixth grade, she never imagined
her love of music would be such an essential
part of her career. Fast forward to the present day, and one can find Maness sitting at her desk at
Warner Music Group (WMG), explaining the laws of
musical contracts.
Maness graduated from Rider in 1982 with a business degree in industrial relations. Following graduation, she decided to concentrate on a dream she’d
had since high school — practicing law. She enrolled
in Seton Hall Law School and spent her time figuring
out a way to combine her business degree with her
potential law degree, an idea planted in her mind during her undergraduate career.
“While at Rider I had a fabulous mentor, Professor
Stanley Schwartz, who is now deceased,” Maness said.
“He was instrumental in helping me shape my career
and convinced me to combine my business degree in
industrial relations with law. I began my legal career
at a small labor and employment law firm. After a
few years, I finally put my business degree to work
and landed a position at Philips Electronics where I
primarily handled labor issues.”
After leaving Philips Electronics, she felt confident enough to develop a labor and employment law
function, which she did at Melville Corporation, the
parent company of CVS Pharmacies.
Next came 12 years at Altria Corporate Services,
which she eventually left in September 2008 after
feeling uneasy about the changing job market —
approximately one week before the economy collapsed
— to pursue a lucrative career as senior vice president
and chief employment and corporate infrastructure
counsel at WMG. She has worked there for roughly
five years.
“I wear many hats at Warner Music, and there is
never a typical day in the music biz,” Maness said.
“I might be negotiating an executive employment
agreement, counseling Human Resources and managers, assisting on a joint venture or rolling out a new
records management program.”

Courtesy of Maryrose Maness

HEN Maryrose

Maryrose Maness sits in her office at Warner Music Group.
WMG is the third-largest music recording and
publishing business. It is a global music company
with its headquarters in New York. Perhaps the most
well-known record labels it represents are Atlantic and
Warner Bros., according to WMG’s website. Maness
works within the corporate structure, collaborating
with the lawyers of music artists to create equally
beneficial contracts.
Although Maness admitted the music industry is
difficult to break into as an outsider, she credits her
time at Rider as beneficial because of the emphasis
she put on studying music.
Regardless of the classes she took, Maness never
expected her career to encompass so many of her
interests.
“When I stopped playing clarinet, I never thought
my career path would take me back to the arts,”
Maness said. “I also never thought I would use my
business degree, and I was so wrong. It has given me
an edge in the legal field and has influenced the advice
I give and decisions I make every day.”
One recipient of such advice is Christina Halliday,
Maness’ co-worker at WMG. The two have known
each other since Halliday started working as associate
counsel in May 2012.
While Halliday described Maness as her boss, she

said the two of them share a close relationship.
“When we’re busy the day typically gets away from
us, so we’ve developed a short morning meeting to talk
and share tips about beauty products,” she said. “It’s a
nice five minutes to start the day. I feel close to her in
the sense that I can share my thoughts.”
Halliday also praised Maness for the way she holds
herself and treats others in the workplace.
“I’m so thankful she is my boss because she is good
at communicating and explaining how to be a successful employee,” she said. “I’ve only known her for a
year, but I’m much closer to her than my past bosses.
She’s really honest and tries to be open and communicative rather than passive aggressive, which I really
admire about her.”
Maness’ inspiration reaches beyond her co-workers
at WMG, however. Marylynn Sauro worked with
Maness in the legal department at Philip Morris,
a company within Altria. Although they have not
worked together for years, Sauro still speaks highly of
Maness and her skill set.
“She and I started out as colleagues and became
friends,” Sauro said. “She’s a fabulous person, both
from a work and personal perspective. She is very successful in an extremely demanding job. She’s a great
lawyer and mentor.”
Maness manifests the opinions of both Halliday
and Sauro with her prospective ambitions.
“I want to stay with Warner Music,” she said. “I
have a plan for my career of where I want to be and
how to get there. It’s important to have a plan and I
think each individual is responsible for getting his or
her own career from point A to point B.”
Throughout her professional career, Maness has
danced to the beat of her own drum, making decisions
in accordance to her personal career goals. However,
her best advice is relevant to any young person unsure
of what the future holds.
“Dream big,” she said. “Achieve your full potential
and never settle for the status quo. Think broadly
about your career and take risks early on.”
Contact this writer at veenstran@theridernews.com
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RDE has ‘fun.’ with Carry On performance

Kel Vallery reaches for the sky as she is lifted up during
the modern dance called “The Criminal.”

Julianne Delli Santi, Ashley Miller, Danielle Minichino, Kim Collan and
Jeanette Rudnicki strike a pose during a Broadway number in the showcase.

Jenna Kelly, Michelle Figueiredo, Samantha Plant
and Ashley Miller perform a modern dance to “Time.”
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By Tara DeLorenzo

the night away
with friends to rugby-playing
Spaniards who recited poetry
and lent their coats as the
night got colder in Salamanca, to
hiking the mountains in Alcalá
de Henares, Rebecca Hoppe has
been traversing through Spain this
semester.
Hoppe, a junior psychology and
Spanish major, is having an unforgettable time gaining first-hand
experiences in Alcalá de Henares,
Spain. While there, she is taking
classes and becoming part of a
culture very different from her
own so she can truly embrace her
Spanish major.
“I wanted a full immersion in
the Spanish language in order to
become fluent or at least have a
better grasp on it,” Hoppe said.
“It was always a dream of mine to
go to Spain, so the choice was very
easy.”
Because it is an exchange
program, Rider has the same
number of places available for
incoming exchange students for
the following semester as the
number of students who are sent
abroad. Four students were sent
to Alcalá this semester, so for the
fall semester, four students from
Spain will be attending Rider, said
Kim Cameron, assistant director
of the Center for International
Education.
Rider students involved in the
exchange may receive a stipend
from $1,500 to $2,500 that can
be used to help with expenses,
Cameron added.
In Alcalá, Hoppe lives with an
elderly woman and a student from
Texas. There, Hoppe has become
more of a commuter in Spain,
unlike at Rider, where she lives on
campus.
“It’s been very beneficial
because I am able to concentrate when I need to and have a
place to call home when I want,”
Hoppe said. “I also have my own
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Rebecca Hoppe sightsees in Spain.
Spaniard to speak with to improve
my speaking abilities. The host
families do not speak English with
the students, and it’s the coolest
thing. I feel as though I learned
more from my host mother
than my professors in terms of
speaking.”
All of the classes Hoppe is
enrolled in are conducted in
Spanish. Her course load consists
of two literature courses, an art
history elective, a class focused on
the history of the country through
film and a service learning course.
The courses, according to
Hoppe, have been very eyeopening and have demonstrated
“how each country has its own
stories to tell as well as has its own
opinions.”
The service learning class, in
which the students go to an elementary school to teach English,
has had the most effect on Hoppe.
“This experience has been the
cutest challenge,” Hoppe said.
“Firstly, I was not interested in
teaching, and secondly, children
weren’t my favorite. However, after
this class and teaching these little

Spaniards every week, I’ve had a
change of heart. It made it clear
to me how important bilingualism is and how young we need to
start teaching multiple languages
to children. So now, I’m considering a career in this area and have
developed a fondness for little
ones.”
This trip has done more than
change Hoppe’s career options. It
has helped her grow as a person
as well.
A particular instance that stood
out in Hoppe’s reflection of her
travels is the hike she took with a
group she had grown close with in
Alcalá de Henares.
From the bottom, it could
only be described as “intimidating,” but the group trekked on.
Reaching the top is what changed
Hoppe and made her experience
breathtaking.
“First you scream to hear your
voice echo, and second you reflect
on yourself,” she said. “It was in
that moment that I realized how
small I truly am in this world —
how small, but how great at the
same time and how wonderful life
really is. It was then I felt liberated, like I had wings and I had
just been flying around. To this
day I still feel this way. Since then,
I’ve embraced each day with open
arms. All because I climbed a
mountain.”
Cameron said, “Students return
from studying abroad more independent and self-confident.”
Hoppe’s experience reflects this
sentiment.
“Studying abroad has easily
been the best and most life-changing experience I’ve ever had,” she
said. “I have grown incredibly as
a person. Nothing could compare
to the lesson I learned about being
happy and letting yourself fly
away. When you have a free spirit,
you have happiness, and with
happiness, the world is such an
incredible place.”
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Walkers take ‘Bold Steps’ toward a cure

I

By David Pavlak

Lori Cuffari’s life changed
when she discovered a lump on her
throat — a mass that would be diagnosed as thyroid cancer and send her
life moving in ways she never imagined.
Cuffari is now working to give back
and fight cancer with the Bold Steps to
Fight Thyroid Cancer Walk and fundraiser, which will take place on April
28 from noon to 5 p.m. in the Student
Recreation Center.
Diagnosis
“I just waited for the diagnosis,”
Cuffari said. “I’ll never forget. It was a
Friday afternoon, and I was sitting on
the back porch with my laptop because
I work from home. The call came in
and they said, ‘Yes, it is hurthle cell
cancer. You need to come back in.’”
Cuffari’s positive attitude and belief
in prayer kept her from sinking into
depression.
“It was scary,” Cuffari said. “I’ve got
to say, I don’t know if it is because I am
an eternal optimist, but I didn’t have
that ‘oh my God, I’m going to die’ feeling. I didn’t know why — I just thought
‘OK, now what do I do? What are my
next steps to sustain my life?’ It was a
bummer. I assumed that the diagnosis
was coming. We knew from the fineneedle biopsy that hurthle cells were
present. We also knew that 50% of the
time, hurthle cells are benign. We were

Rachel Stengel/The Rider News

N 2008,

Lori Cuffari, Kathy Magrino and junior Kim Collan prepare for the walk and fundraiser on April 28
by filling up goodie bags for participants in the Student Recreation Center.
kind of hoping that would be the case.”
Unfortunately that wasn’t the situation for Cuffari like many others who
have faced cancer.
“I was waiting a week for the final
diagnosis after my surgery in June 2008
and my doctor told me that if this was
definitely diagnosed as cancer, I’d have
to come right back in and they would
have to take the left side of the thyroid
out,” Cuffari said.

A new chapter
Throughout her battle with cancer,
Cuffari never intended to start an event
to raise awareness for thyroid cancer.
However, while out to lunch with
adjunct professor Kathy Magrino, a
longtime friend of Cuffari, an idea was
formed.
“One summer afternoon we were in
downtown Freehold, N.J., having lunch,
and she said that next semester she had
to teach a public relations class and that

it was hard to come up with a project,”
Cuffari said. “I told her to do something real — for example, a project on
raising awareness for thyroid cancer
and thyroid cancer research.”
Magrino agreed and Cuffari came to
Rider a few months later to judge the
students’ presentations. The common
theme surrounding the project was the
overwhelming belief that the students
could take this project and turn it into
a reality.
Senior graphic design major Jessica
Zimmer was one of those students
in Magrino’s class. Zimmer said the
impact Cuffari has had on her is larger
than the classroom.
“Lori’s story brought a lot of selfawareness to me,” Zimmer said. “I
have been told by a doctor since I was
13 that my thyroid was enlarged and
needed to be checked. It wasn’t until I
heard Lori’s story that I went and got
myself looked at. I never would have
thought from a public relations course
at Rider that I would feel so personally
connected to the cause, but just like any
form of cancer, it is always important
to get checked out.”
The Communication Department
volunteered to sponsor the event in
order to save on having to pay fees
to use university property. Dr. Aaron
Moore, an associate professor of communication, was the catalyst behind
turning the opportunity into an
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Lori Cuffari (left) inspired Adjunct Professor Kathy Magrino to help raise awareness on thyroid cancer through having her students work on presentations about the overwhelming reality of the disease.

Treatment
Unlike other forms of cancer, thyroid cancer does not take the standard
chemotherapy and radiation to help
eliminate it from the body.
“Thyroid cancer doesn’t typically
respond to chemotherapy,” Cuffari
said. “Your first order of business after
having your thyroid removed is to have
a radioactive iodine scan. You prepare
yourself by eating a low iodine diet.

org

on.

dati

c t t hy ro i d fo u n

Cancer
Thyroid cancer is one of the fastest
growing forms of cancer. According to
the American Cancer Society, 60,220
new cases of thyroid cancer will be
diagnosed in 2013. Of those roughly
60,000 new diagnoses, nearly 45,000 of
them will be in females. In 2013, 1,850
people will die from thyroid cancer.
“They don’t really know with
thyroid cancer though,” Cuffari said.
“They are still figuring it out. It is the
fastest growing cancer in the country
and the fifth most common in women
and not a lot of people talk about it.
My mission in all of this is to raise
money for research to find that beall-end-all cure, but more so to raise
awareness so people can identify it
sooner — especially since early detection is key.”
Cuffari believes if she had taken
more notice of early symptoms she was
experiencing, she may not be in the
same place she is today.
“It’s sneaky; you don’t always know
it is there,” she said. “But I think if
I was more aware of the signs and
symptoms early on, I might have been
ahead of the game and wouldn’t have
metastatic thyroid cancer.”

There is also another drug administered called thyrogen and that helps to
facilitate the uptake of the radioactive
iodine.”
The process with the iodine pills is
one that could unnerve anyone.
“These people come in with a big
lead box and masks and hand you these
two pills that look like Advil,” Cuffari
said. “They come back with a Geiger
counter and hold it against your stomach to make sure you’re radiated and
then you wait to see if the radiation is
taken up by the thyroid cells which are
connected to any residual cancer
cells. The doctors said that
my cancer is typically
non-avid, meaning they don’t
pick up the
radioactive
iodine.”
With
nothing
left to
do at the
moment
other
than
wait,
Cuffari
soon
discovered
that the cancer
was beginning to
spread.
a c t . re a

internship for students.
“It was Dr. Moore’s idea to make
it into an internship and that is why
we have 17 young women working on
this event,” Cuffari said. “These young
women are advancing their careers and
curriculum by working on my event.
That is very cool to me.”
Just like that, Bold Steps to Fight
Thyroid Cancer, presented by the
Department of Communication and
Journalism at Rider and the REACT
Thyroid Foundation, was born.

Setback
“The doctors were watching three
little spots in my lungs because they
said they didn’t know what they were
and they couldn’t biopsy them,” Cuffari
said. “Sure enough, they grew. I had
more scans near Christmas in 2008 and
they said I needed more treatment. So I
went to Memorial Sloan Kettering, and
we had to look for a clinical trial. It is
really a crapshoot. They try to identify
the type of cancer, how it is growing,
how it spreads and how to attack it.”
With the cancer now spreading into
her lungs, Cuffari had to decide which
course of action she would take to combat the second round of cancer.
Treatment part II
“When I was at Sloan Kettering, the

two trials weren’t working,” she said.
“The people started listing my options
and said, ‘This drug will give you
hypertension and this one will give you
diabetes.’ Within a week my husband
searched clinicaltrials.gov where most
cancer patients with no solution go
to see if they can find a clinical trial.
My husband found Dr. Marcia Brose
at Penn Medicine, and I emailed her.
Within 15 minutes she called me and
said I needed to come see her because
she had some solutions.”
With the new drug in her system,
Cuffari almost immediately
experienced side
effects. The drugs
that were now
coursing
through
her
system
made
one
of her
lungs
collapse.
She
was
then
hospitalized to try
to inflate
the lung, and
Cuffari once
again had to summon
her never-say-die attitude.
If her lung inflated again, the doctor would have to radiate the tumor to
get rid of it faster.
“I am a big believer in prayer, and I
prayed that my lung would open up on
its own and it did,” Cuffari said. “Then
I went to radiation, and that was 17
days. I started the drugs again at a
lower dose, and after six months, I was
back to the full dose.”
Cuffari has been on a dual-drug
regimen since January 2010.
“My doctor is amazed,” Cuffari
said. “Typically, people get 18 months
out of this drug with stabilization and
then they have to move on to something different.”

Partnership
The Bold Steps team partnered
with the REACT Thyroid Foundation,
and all proceeds and donations will
go toward thyroid cancer awareness
and research. REACT was formed by
another patient whom Cuffari grew
friendly with during their visits for
treatment.
“A patient of Dr. Brose is from
North Carolina and has a different
kind of thyroid cancer,” Cuffari said.
“She was given a year to live when she
was diagnosed in 2009 and it has been
four years now. She decided after one
of her appointments that she wanted
to do something big or go home so
she formed the REACT Thyroid
Foundation and that is who I am working through.”
Bold Steps set a goal of raising
$25,000. As of April 25, that goal has
been surpassed and has raised more
than $29,000. Many local businesses
offered donations and gift baskets to be
raffled off during the event, as well.
Cuffari hopes to see this event blossom into something bigger than she
originally thought possible.
“I would love for this to turn into
an annual event at Rider,” she said. “I
would welcome that wholeheartedly.
One of the components from the group
in Kathy’s class was to lift this model
so that it can be taken to any campus
across the country. Down the road I’d
love to see 30 campuses doing this —
sort of how Relay For Life or the Susan
G. Komen events work. It seems bigger
than I can imagine, but that would be
amazing.”
When all is said and done, Cuffari
is just playing the hand she has been
dealt, and she is OK with that.
“I call this life my new normal,” she
said. “I just have to reframe my life.”
Contact this writer at
pavlakd@theridernews.com
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LOOMING flowers, warm sunshine, fresh-cut grass and rain
showers are just a few things
that people envision when
they think of the month of April.
However, when April rolls around
these days at universities nationwide,
the spring month is now dubbed
“Gaypril.”
“Gaypril” is a time when Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and
Questioning (LGBTQ) pride is
celebrated at schools all over the
country. For the third April in a row,
Rider’s Spectrum Pride Alliance
has hosted a number of events to
promote LGBTQ equality and
educate students about the LGBTQ
community.
Events this year included
Marriage vs. Civil Unions: The
Marriage Game, in which people
were paired into “same-sex couples”
and went around the room answering questions about the benefits they
would or wouldn’t receive in different states. There was also the Ranka-State Equality game in which
students ranked the 50 states and
D.C. from best to worst on LGBTQ
equality and followed up with a
discussion of what was found.
Junior elementary education
major Patrick Callahan, president
of the Spectrum Pride Alliance,
believes that many of these events
have made a difference on campus.
“I don’t just assume this; I have
been told this personally by multiple students on campus,” he said.
“Seeing such an active LGBTQ
organization on campus is comforting to students who may still be in
the closet, and it can prove to be
extremely educational to allies. Even
students who are openly LGBT will
learn new things at our meetings
and events.”
The “Gaypril” activities also
offer the opportunity for students
and staff to be trained for the Ally
Program. The program allows
volunteers to become allies with
students who are a part of the
LGBTQ community. These allies
provide support and give advice to
LGBTQ students on Rider’s campuses. Becoming an ally gives these
students a safe and nonjudgmental
friend they can talk to whenever.
The program is a great idea: Many
students and young adults sometimes
need to find someone to speak with
and get advice from; but many have
a hard time doing so. Rider’s allies
are specifically trained to support
LGBTQ students, and are available
every day.
According to Callahan, as of
last week, the Ally Program officially has 52 trained allies who are
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either students or staff members.
Additionally, allies from Spectrum’s
Executive Board are available every
day in the New World Resource
Center of the Bart Luedeke Center
for any student who might need to
talk to someone.
These “Gaypril” events are
beneficial to many people in the
Rider community. Not only do
they teach people on campus about
the LGBTQ society, but they also
reinforce the importance of equality.
The fight for marriage equality has
been in the news a lot lately because
of the Supreme Court deliberating
Hollingsworth v. Perry, a case that
will determine if gays and lesbians
can legally get married in California,
and U.S. v. Windsor testing the constitutionality of the Federal Defense
of Marriage Act.
Even though Rider is working
toward LGBTQ rights, New Jersey
members of the LGBTQ community still do not have the same
rights as everyone else. This leaves
us behind nine states, D.C. and 14
nations (most recently this week,
France) that have already made
same-sex marriage legal and written
into law. Same-sex marriages are still
not performed in New Jersey, and
same-sex couples are only allowed to
have civil unions.
Civil unions seem degrading in
a way. These unions are as close to
marriage as same-sex couples can
get; however, because they are not
the same as a “regular” marriage
they make these couples seem like
second-class citizens and not as
equal as other couples. No matter
what the government may say, civil
unions are not even close to being
equal to marriage. According to
now.org, marriage is recognized by
governments all over the world while
civil unions are recognized only by
state governments and couples are
only protected at a state level.
The right to get married should
be available to everyone, regardless
of a person’s sexual orientation.
Love is love, no matter how you look
at it, and same-sex couples shouldn’t
be penalized because they are different from the couples that some in
our society consider “normal.”

The weekly editorial expresses the majority opinion of The Rider News. This
week’s editorial was written by the
Opinion Editor Danielle Gittleman
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Celebrating ‘Gaypril,’
discussing LGBTQ rights

Q
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Do you find Spectrum’s “Gaypril” events
helpful in raising LGBTQ awareness?

“YES, I think that ‘Gaypril’ really raises awareness of the organization in general, and
through that, what it stands for.”
-Deb Bjornsti
Sophomore theater performance and fine arts music major
“I think people will be as aware as they want and will expose themselves accordingly.
If they want to be aware, they will be, but those who are strongly disinterested in the
LGBTQ community will avoid any ‘Gaypril’ events — or any publicity of them — as
much as possible.”
-Gina DeAngelo
Junior public relations major
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Sophomore Speaks

Green Corner

Tips for driving green
Making your car green will help Mother Nature out and
could save you money in the long run.
•
•

•

Change your air filter — cleaning your air filter regularly can improve your gas mileage significantly.
Don’t speed — being a good driver can save you some
dollars at the pump since speeding uses extra gas. Rapid
acceleration and hard braking are also inefficient and
lower your gas mileage.
Cruise control is a great option too. Using your cruise
control will keep you driving at a more consistent speed
and generally improve fuel efficiency.
-Lawrenceville Eco-Rep-

It’s an odd thing about this universe that,
though we all disagree with each other, we
are all of us always in the right.”
-Logan Pearsall Smith
Essayist and critic

SUMMER
SESSION

W

StarRez serves up
stress, satisfaction

ITH students scrambling to get last-minute work done, another very important task was asked of them during
this somewhat stressful time. Housing
selections this year were done online, as opposed
to previous years when students had to go to the
Student Recreation Center (SRC) to choose their
rooms.
For those who did not participate in the housing selection process this year, the online process,
which used a program called StarRez, pretty
much progressed as follows. Students had to
set up an account through the myRider portal. Afterwards, they had the chance to submit
answers in a personality-style profile to see if
they have anything in common with potential
future roommates if they went with the random
roommate option. Then, students waited for
their lottery numbers, which were based on how
soon housing deposits were sent in and their
class year.
Those who chose to participate in premiumhousing groups had to form their roommate
groups of two, three, four or six from March
25 - 28. These groups hoped that, through the
online process, they would get the chance to live
in some of the more ritzy dorms, such as the
suites in Hank and Bonnie Moore Hall as well
as West Village. The housing selection process
began on April 1 starting with Greek residents
and concluded on April 17 with the standard
housing selection.
I think that this new way of selecting housing

ONLINE: MAY 28 - AUGUST 6
FISHKILL: MAY 28 - JULY 8

Opinion

was a lot more organized in comparison to previous years. As a sophomore, I know how hectic it
was last year to try to fit everyone in the SRC to
pick housing. It was a lot easier to just sit down
at the computer with my future roommate and
do everything online.
Last year for room selection, everyone in my
lottery number range had to be at the SRC at
10 p.m. The worse the lottery number, the later
the selection time. This year, the time slots for
the online housing selection were still somewhat
inconvenient.
I participated in the premium housing process
online and chose my room at 1 p.m. which
caused my future roommate to be a few minutes late to her 1:10 p.m. class. Besides that, it
was mostly stress-free — until the server started
to glitch because there were too many people
online at once.
My future roommate and I tried to choose a
room in one building, but it said that there were
no rooms available whatsoever, for any buildings. After refreshing the page, rooms were made
available that were not before. I think that if the
time slots were more spread out, a glitch probably would not have occurred.
In the end, everything worked out, and I’ll
be living in a beautiful West Village room, and
hopefully, every other student had an easier time
picking a room for the 2013-14 school year.
-J’na Jefferson
Sophomore journalism major

Student Worker

REGISTER NOW!
WWW.MARIST.EDU/SUMMER

M

Effectively employing
on-campus jobs

ONEY is a big motivator for many people. As college students, even if we have
a full or partial scholarship, we still want
and need more money. We feel that we
should have money, so we can buy new clothes
at the mall, go out to eat with friends instead of
eating at Daly’s or Cranberry’s for the millionth
time or just save for a rainy day.
Most of us complain when we don’t have
money, and we wish we could work, but we’re
“too busy” to balance a job and school. That’s
where people are wrong. When you think about
it, working on campus is an amazing opportunity. Not only do you get a paycheck, but also
you get to meet new people and boost your
résumé. The university is one employer that
really will work around your school schedule
because ultimately, your academics are most
important; I know from experience, since
I worked at Rider’s Annual Spring Giving
Phonathon this semester.
I defied all odds, considering that I just transferred here and was told by various people that
it would be difficult to find a job in the spring.
To be frank, I needed to work because it was
part of my routine. I started working during my
senior year of high school and haven’t stopped
since. The key to all of the success was time
management.
When I transferred here, checking the Broncs
Career Link on Rider’s website became a daily
routine. It was discouraging at first to only
see jobs that were open to graduate students.
Fortunately, one day I saw a job posting for

undergraduate students for the Phonathon job,
and I applied immediately.
Soon enough, I received an email saying that
I was hired and would have to attend a training session. The Phonathon ran from March 9
to April 9, but we didn’t have to work during
spring break, thankfully. It was a relief to know
that my work schedule revolved around my
school schedule. Students who worked at the
Phonathon could only work a maximum of 20
hours per week. The shifts were Sunday through
Friday evenings and Saturday and Sunday
during the day. We called alumni to help raise
money for Rider’s Annual Scholarship Fund,
which directly impacts students.
Making those calls was a great experience.
It was nice to know that they were once in our
shoes. I was surprised that some alumni were
interested to know how my Rider experience
was going. They would ask me about my major,
friends, professors and Rider’s food, among
other things. Some alumni even shared their
memories of Rider and gave me advice about
life. It made my first on-campus job a positive
experience. I really want to work on campus
again in the fall.
Time management is vital. Our lives are
going to get a lot busier and crazier after we
graduate. Why not practice it now? Earning
money is just the bonus.

-Jessica Vento
Junior public relations major
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Letter to the (Opinion) Editor

Commending our commencement speaker

L

ET me preface this by saying that even though this is written by me, this is from
The Rider News staff as a whole.
The student commencement speaker has been announced — and her
name is Kristy Grinere.
This is something you and I have been talking about for a few weeks, Kristy,
with just this past week being the time when you were selected as a finalist for
commencement speaker and had to present your speech in front of the selection
committee. Naturally, I asked you to read it in front of me and you refused.
So instead, you handed it to me and I read it — twice in fact. It was terrific,
and it came as no surprise when you texted me a few days ago to tell me that you
had been officially selected.
Without giving away too much of your speech, you harp on the theme of scaring yourself every now and then to make sure you’re really living your life to the
fullest — and we also know that talking in front of crowds isn’t your favorite thing.
Ultimately though, you’re scaring yourself and you’re doing something you’re
never going to forget, and the message you will be sending out during graduation

Happiness cannot be traveled to, owned,
earned, worn or consumed. Happiness is the
spiritual experience of living every minute
with love, grace and gratitude.”
-Denis Waitley
Motivational speaker

Contest Winner

O

Freshman
faces fear

NE of my greatest fears is
speaking in front of an
audience. The majority
of the human species
would definitely agree that
public speaking is not all that
enjoyable. My heart begins to
accelerate and my level of nervousness increases just thinking
about it. Having said this, it may
shock you to hear that I took
part in this year’s Annual Public
Speaking Contest at Rider.
Six students competed for
the first-place award. The competition consisted of an informative speech delivery on April
15 and a persuasive speech on
April 22. Two students were
eliminated after the first round,
leaving four to compete for first
place. The judges who made
this competition possible were
professors of communication
Dr. Myra Gutin, Dr. Sheena
Howard and Dr. Minmin
Wang, along with the Pearson
Company, which has funded
the contest the past few years.
I was so happy to hear that
my efforts paid off. And that
I was honored with the first
place award. At the beginning
of the contest, it was not clear
who would win because every
speaker was great. Everyone’s
styles and topics greatly differed making it very difficult to
compare the quality of content.
With so much amazing talent,
at first, I was not sure I had
a shot of winning. This only
made me try harder, practice
more, research thoroughly and
give it every effort I had.

Most people with a fear like
mine would not even think of
joining such a competition.
However, I decided to force
myself to take part because of
my grandfather who passed
away on April 2. Before he
did, he told me never to let my
fear or the possibility of failure
keep me from trying something
I had a talent or passion for. I
promised him that day that I
would try my best and be a part
of the Annual Public Speaking
Contest. During both speeches
I wore his necklace as my good
luck charm.
My entire experience in the
contest was a great one. I now
have more confidence in myself
as well as less fear of speaking
in front of an audience. Many
do not enjoy giving speeches
because they fear not doing
well and the possibility of being
ridiculed. We tend to not recognize the value within ourselves
and magnify it in others. This
competition has allowed me to
see my capabilities and show
them to those around me.
I would definitely recommend others be a part of
contests showcasing talents of
different majors like this one.
The feeling of accomplishment
will surely change a student’s
outlook on his or herself. Start
showing off what you’ve got.
-Samantha Crawford
Freshman journalism major

is one that will inspire everyone in attendance. Don’t be surprised to look out and
see some glassy-eyed adults and students as they listen to you.
As you move on from graduation, all we can do is wait and see what is in store
for you and the rest of the graduating class. However, with your intelligence,
infectious laugh and writing ability, you will go far. No one from the staff of the
newspaper will worry if you were able to succeed in your craft because we have
already watched you do so in person. Now it is the real world’s turn to see what
the newspaper saw.
So on behalf of The Rider News, don’t be nervous, take a deep breath and enjoy
your moment. It couldn’t have happened to a better person. We love you and we
are all tremendously proud of you.
- David Pavlak, Sports Editor, and the rest of The Rider News staff

Editor’s Corner

Creating connections with clubs

W

HEN you

enter any institution of higher
learning, it is first and foremost for
the purpose of obtaining a top notch
education in your field of interest. Yet
another very important part that helps round off
your experience is being involved outside of the
classroom.
Being such a diverse campus, Rider contains
a multitude of sports, clubs, intramurals and
organizations to join. From Greek Life and the
Student Government Association to club sports
and community service clubs, there’s something
here for everyone.
And it isn’t difficult to get yourself into the
organizations that you want. For most clubs,
it can be very simple. All you have to do is
start showing up and getting yourself involved.
Showing your interest from the start can help
you fully immerse yourself into the club or organization you choose.
Some students may not be aware of all the
different organizations there are on campus, but
there are ways to get yourself acquainted with
them. Right from the get-go at the beginning of
each semester, Rider holds an Awareness Day,
which is an event dedicated to informing students about the various clubs and activities that
exist on campus. This can be a good way to find
out your options and join something you have

Great
putt!

a passion for. The Rider website is also a good
source for finding a new group.
While it may be too late in the semester
to jump into an extracurricular now, it is still
an important option to keep in mind for next
semester. Being a part of something other than
classes can boost your résumé, help you hone
skills you can’t necessarily learn from a class
and really make a difference in your Rider
experience, not to mention, being a member of
something you have a passion for or are good
at can be fun. You get to meet new people and
take a break from class work for something you
really enjoy doing.
I know I would have never had the same four
years I had without being a part of the campus
groups I participated in. Not only can it help
make you a more well-rounded individual, but
it can also provide you with memories, unique
friendships and a true appreciation for the university you attend.
-Kristy Grinere
Opinion Editor

Rory’s got
nothin’
on me!

College
golf
for
$29!

When you’re done with your courses, come out to ours!
Play Great Gorge and Cascades Golf Courses.
~ Sussex County, NJ ~

Mon-Thu after 10:30am; Fri & Sun after 3pm (non-holiday); 18 holes only at Great Gorge & Cascades;
Must show valid college ID; Must mention promo code “CollegeGolf” at time of reservation.

Crystalgolfresort.Com 888.647.0806, x1
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BASEBALL

Broncs claim fourth straight series win

A

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

By Tom Albano

Senior pitcher Mike Murphy tossed a complete game shutout on
April 20, striking out four and surrendering only four hits.

S the

saying goes, two out
of three isn’t bad. This
describes the Broncs’ performance at last weekend’s
series against St. Peter’s.
The Broncs (23-15, 9-3 MAAC)
faced off against the St. Peter’s
Peacocks (13-22, 6-6 MAAC) April
20 and 21 in a three-game series
that included a doubleheader
on April 20. The Broncs and
Peacocks split the two games, with
the Peacocks winning the first and
the Broncs taking the second. The
next day, Rider won in dramaticcomeback fashion to take the
series.
With this series victory, the
Broncs have won all four of their
conference series so far this season.
“You want to be able to put
yourself in a position where you’re
winning the series,” Head Coach
Barry Davis said. “But it’s always
the goal to win the series, and it
won’t be any different this week
when we go to Siena.”
The Broncs will open the series
against Siena on April 27.
During the first game of the
doubleheader, the Broncs were

led by a strong outing by senior
pitcher and team captain Tyler
Smith, who struck out nine in 7.1
innings pitched. The Peacocks,
however, came back to score
four runs in the eighth and ninth
innings to win 4-2.
“I felt great the whole game,
but I started to get a little tired in
the eighth,” Smith said. “I gave
up a couple hits and one run and
then turned it over to the bullpen.
St. Peter’s was able to rally in the
eighth to score and get the lead.
Sure, the one inning was the difference score-wise, but we were
only able to get two runs the whole
game. We definitely had some
missed opportunities to score more
runs.”
The Broncs turned it around
on the Peacocks after another
strong outing from senior pitcher
Mike Murphy. Murphy tossed a
complete game shutout, striking
out four and only surrendering
four hits. The Broncs, who scored
all three of their runs that game in
the first inning, consequently went
on to take the second game of the
doubleheader 3-0 with Murphy’s
performance.

The rubber match of the threegame set saw a lack of offense
from the Broncs. St. Peter’s led 2-0
heading into the eighth in a game
which had the St. Peter’s starting pitcher hold a perfect game
through 4.2 innings. The tide
turned for the Broncs, however,
when senior third baseman Adam
Wayman hit a two-out, basesclearing double to give the Broncs
a 3-2 lead. Wayman then scored
on a St. Peter’s throwing error.
The Broncs won 4-2.
Now the Broncs will try to keep
the momentum going for this
weekend’s series against Siena,
which is currently tied for first in
the standings with the Broncs.
“The series against Siena this
weekend is going to be huge for
us,” Smith said. “As a team we
need to put together some complete ballgames, and we need to
be on-point in the field, on the
mound and in the box. If we play
to our ability we should come
away from the Siena series with a
win.”

SOFTBALL

Softball wipes the slate clean for weekend games

T

By Cristiana Votta
HE Broncs

snapped a
six-game losing streak
on April 23 in a close
5-4 away game against
Lafayette (11-36, 4-12 Patriot
League) and hope to keep the
ball rolling in this weekend’s
matchups against Niagara.
Rider (8-36, 3-9 MAAC)
hosts two conference home
games on April 27 against
Niagara (11-25, 6-6 MAAC)
and looks to gain some positive
results while using the home
field to their advantage.

“We are very comfortable
playing on our own field,”
freshman infielder Dana Sensi
said. “Having our fans there
will be a positive.”
With the MAAC
Championship just a few
weeks away, the Broncs have
their minds set on what they
want and feel confident in
their abilities.
“A team goal for the future
is to make it to the MAAC
playoffs,” junior second
baseman/outfielder Kehli
Washington said. “I really

think this group can do it.”
The team faced four tough
losses to Marist (21-21, 7-3
MAAC) and Siena (13-22, 5-3
MAAC) on April 20 and 21,
but has learned what it needs
to do to ensure future success.
“We have to give everything
we’ve got,” junior utility Mary
Rossi said. “We don’t have an
inning to take a break or an at
bat to give up —
 we can’t take
our minds off the game for a
second.”
Although the results weren’t
what Rider hoped for, the

team felt it battled well and
looks to build off of that
confidence.
“We learned that we could
compete with any team,” Sensi
said. “Marist is a very good
team and we had the opportunity to beat them in both
games. That shows that we
can hang with anyone.”
With a performance level
on the high end, one Bronc
has stuck out to the team:
freshman pitcher Ali Meagher.
In the Lafayette game,
Meagher threw a complete

game, earning her second win
of the season.
“Meagher has been a tremendous asset to this team,”
Rossi said. “Right now, she
is our only pitcher and has
been doing a great job on
the mound. Although she is
covered in ice bags after the
games, she always has a smile
on her face and is ready for
any challenges that come her
way.”
The Broncs feel that their
players responded well in light
of recent injuries.
“I think everyone has
stepped up because we had
to,” Washington said. “We
only have 12 healthy players, so everyone had to come
together and work hard for
each other.”
As far as strengths of the
team, Rossi feels that solid
fielding has been among the
reasons for the team’s success.
“We have had a solid
defense, and our bats have
been coming around great,”
she said. “It’s just a matter of
getting the timely hits we need
and scoring the runners that
are in scoring position — it
will happen.”
With the negative patch
over, the Broncs wipe their
slate clean for their upcoming
games against Niagara.
“We ended the streak with
a win against Lafayette, so I
think that gives us some good
momentum going into this
weekend,” Sensi said.
Contact this writer at vottac@
theridernews.com
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TR ACK AND FIELD

Five qualify for IC4A/ECAC in Princeton

W

By Chris Brooks
ITH the

IC4A/ECAC
Championship
quickly approaching,
qualifying Broncs
traveled down the road to
Princeton’s Weaver Stadium
to compete in the Larry Ellis
Invitational on April 19 and 20.
The first day of events
started out slow for the Broncs,
but they were able to turn
it around with some strong
showings on day two.
“On day one, our performances were just average,
but on day two, we definitely
competed much better,” Head
Coach Bob Hamer said. “I
felt that we had some breakthrough performances with

several athletes, and it’s a
good sign as we approach the
championship portion of our
season.”
On April 20, several Rider
athletes turned in strong performances leading to IC4A/
ECAC Championship qualifying marks. Freshman sprinter/
jumper La’tazah Coleman
had a record breaking performance, running the 200-meter
dash in only 23.87 seconds,
breaking the school record
Erin McMullin set in 2011.
Hamer was pleased with
Coleman’s efforts and feels
there is more success to come
in the future.
“La’tazah is very impressive, and she has a lot of talent

and ability,” Hamer said. “She
has broken several records this
year, and if she can consistently train and prepare for
her events at a high level, she
will achieve great heights.”
With the end of the season
right around the corner,
Coleman will attempt to ride
the momentum of her recordbreaking sprint.
“Running that time was
unbelievable, and I know it
will give me that extra confidence boost as the season
continues,” Coleman said. “I
take all my events seriously. I
trained pretty hard throughout the season despite some
roadblocks and I believe I
have the strength to carry

myself through the rest of the
season.”
Fellow freshman sprinter/
jumper Dashana Ransome
also found her groove at the
Larry Ellis Invitational. She
finished third in the 100-meter
hurdles, qualifying her for the
IC4A/ECAC Championship
which will take place in
Princeton, N.J. on May 10-12.
“Looking at the competition, I knew that the girls were
fast so I tried my hardest to
keep up and just run my race,”
Ransome said. “After the
meet was over, we had a team
meeting where coach told the
team exactly who had school
records and IC4A/ECAC
qualifiers. The team cheered

and gave me praise, which is
really heartwarming, and it
makes me feel like I can run
even faster in the next race.”
The team will look to finish its season strong in the
Penn Relays on April 25-27
in Philadelphia and the Lions
Invitational held in Ewing, NJ
on April 27.
Hamer hopes to see
more of his athletes peak at
these last events and earn
a spot in the IC4A/ECAC
Championship.
“They consistently train at
a very high level,” Hamer said.
“It is nice to be rewarded with
a big mark that will gain you
entry into a selective championship meet.”

FIELD HOCKE Y

Field hockey leaves NEC for new MAAC program

A

By David Pavlak

FTER spending

15 seasons playing
in the NEC, the field hockey
team will finally call the MAAC
its home conference.
The MAAC has officially announced
the addition of field hockey to its list of
sports, meaning that Rider will leave
the NEC for the MAAC next season.
Monmouth, Quinnipiac and Siena
will be joining Rider in the conference
for the 2013-14 season. Other teams
are expected to be announced, and
Fairfield is scheduled to join in 2015.
Head Coach Lori Hussong said the

team will prepare for next season just
as it would competing in the eight-team
NEC.
“Our mentality and goals will be the
same as we approach the start of the
fall,” Hussong said. “Every year is a
challenge and our players know that we
will need to buy into our team philosophy in order for our team to win.”
Sophomore midfielder Dezarae
Fillmyer agrees with Hussong, noting
that winning is the team’s main focus
no matter what conference it is in.
“We are going to continue to work
hard and keep up the good work,”

Fillmyer said. “Our goals always are the
same, to win our conference.”
Rider has had success in the NEC,
winning seven regular season titles
while appearing in 11 championships.
The Broncs were also crowned tournament champions six times.
In the NEC, a rivalry has brewed
between Monmouth, Quinnipiac and
Rider for conference supremacy.
“We definitely think that the rivalries
will continue,” Hussong said. “We
look forward to competing against
Monmouth and Quinnipiac as in the
past both programs have been highlight

games during our season.”
The goal still remains the same for
Hussong and the field hockey team: to
be the best in the conference.
“It would truly be an honor to be the
first team crowned MAAC Champions,
but we realize that it will not be an easy
task to accomplish,” Hussong said. “We
will have to work hard to first secure a
playoff spot and then play well enough
to win the championship.”
Contact this writer at
pavlakd@theridernews.com

JUMPSTART
YOUR CAREER!

MPA IN PUBLIC POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
MPA IN INSPECTION AND OVERSIGHT
ADVANCED CERTIFICATE IN FORENSIC ACCOUNTING
• Ranks in top 25% of public affairs programs by
U.S. News and World Report.
• Offers most affordable tuition rates in the NYC region.
• Connects students to doctoral studies and law school.
• Prepares students for careers in public, independent and
oversight agencies as managers, analysts and leaders.
• Delivers courses online, campus-based, Saturday
and Summer.

• Offers Advanced Certificate in Forensic Accounting
for professional careers in investigative accounting.
• Offers scholarships, no-cost textbooks, tablet
computer loans.
• Expedites applications: apply online, no GRE
exam required.

APPLY
NOW!
mpa.jjconline.net/jumpstart
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GOLF

Golfers approaching their last green

T

By Tom Albano
HE big

weekend has arrived
for the golf team as the
Broncs travel to Buena
Vista, Fla. for the MAAC
Championship. They go into
the event off of a disappointing
performance in the Princeton
Invitational on April 13 and 14.
Sophomore Luke Liddell was
excited to play at Princeton,
but overall was disappointed with the team’s
performance.
“The course is always
a phenomenal field at
Princeton, and it’s just
such an honor to play
in such a great tournament,”
Liddell said. “But we couldn’t
make the putts we needed to get
it together and had a tough, long
grind out there.”
Liddell finished tied for 62nd
place after shooting a 74 and an
82 during the first two rounds on
April 13 and shooting an 81 on
April 14. His total score was 237.
Other notable performances
for the Broncs came from senior
Evan McGrain and junior James
Buttermark, both tying for 64th
with scores of 238. McGrain finished shooting 74, 82 and 82 over
the three rounds. Buttermark shot

‘‘

81, 81 and 76; his 76-shot performance was his lowest score of the
semester. At the competition’s end,
the team finished with an overall
score of 960, finishing last out of
the 14 teams.
Things turned around a bit
for the Broncs at the Peacock
Invitational on April 23 in
Neshanic Station, N.J. The Broncs

down. What we learned is that
we can never give up during the
round and that we have to grind
out every shot until the round is
complete.”
Despite the struggles, the
Broncs are very excited to go
down to Florida to compete in
the much-anticipated MAAC
Championship.
“This is our best team
since I’ve been here,”
Liddell said. “We’ve beaten
many of the teams in
our conference in previous tournaments. We had
a promising start to our
Sophomore Luke Liddell season, placing third at La
Salle, but since then we
have been a bit inconsistent
finished with a team score of 309,
with getting everyone together for
placing seventh out of 12 teams.
a good round.”
McGrain tied for sixth with a
The team has been working
score of 73 — one shot short of
on what it has to for the MAAC
the lead. Buttermark tied for 20th
Championship, but the team feels
with a score of 77 and Liddell tied
that if it competes to its potential,
for 30th with a score of 79.
it can do more than just get a good
These recent finishes for the
performance.
Broncs complete a season filled
“We just have to try and stay
with erratic performances.
focused throughout the entire
“Overall, I would say it has
round,” Liddell said. “The main
been an up-and-down year,”
thing we have been working on is
Buttermark said. “We started off
our short game and I feel that if
great with a good first tournament
our short games are on point then
and since then it’s been up and
we can compete for the win.”

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

We couldn’t make the putts we
needed to get it together and had a
tough, long grind out there.”


Senior Evan McGrain tied for sixth with a score of 73 at the
Peacock Invitational on April 23 in Neshanic Station, N.J.

Get ready for your future this summer with

business
READY

Become more competitive
in the joB market

A summer certificate program for
non-business majors
Rider’s outstanding business program—
accredited by the Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business
[AACSB]—is providing you the
opportunity to immerse yourself this
summer and increase your business
readiness with basic knowledge
in accounting, management, and
marketing.
*program open to current and visiting students with a
minimum of 84 undergraduate credits

In this program you will:
• Acquire critical leadership skills
• Develop a fundamental understanding
of core business concepts
• Visit area companies to see how local
firms compete
• Receive career preparation strategies for
effective resume writing, interviewing skills
and a focused job search.

rider.edu/businessready or 609-896-5033
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Tyler Smith, who began his Rider career in 2010, is currently in his final season with the Broncs. He has compiled 19 wins, 27 saves, 196 strikeouts and his career ERA stands at 2.93.

Smith’s Rider career reaches final inning

S

By Tom Albano
ENIOR pitcher

Tyler Smith has done it all while
with the Broncs. Named 2010 New Jersey Collegiate Baseball Association Rookie Pitcher of
the Year, Smith has moved from the bullpen to
the rotation, collecting 19 victories with an ERA under
3.00 for his career. In addition, he pitched the final
out of the 2010 MAAC Championship win. Smith
is a finance major from Westmont, N.J. and will be
graduating this May and leaving Rider after being a
key player on the baseball team for four years.
“[My playing days] have been great,” Smith said.
“It’s gone by too fast, that’s for sure. But for four years
I have contributed the best that I can for this team,
two years as a closer and two years as a starter.”
Early days
Smith first got hooked on the sport at an early age.
“I started playing teeball and have been playing
[baseball] my whole life,” Smith said. “I loved the
game. My dad played baseball in college; I grew up
around it. I’m a big baseball fan, and I’ve just been a
fan of the game. I kind of picked up on it early, and I
was decent so I just kept on playing.”
Smith continued with the game into high school
before coming to Rider. Reflecting on his playing days
before Rider, he remembered several sucessful seasons.
“When I was in Babe Ruth, which is the 12- to
15-year-old league, we won the championship a
couple of times. And that was before high school ball,
so my team was good. It was just such a great experience. Then we carried it over into high school, and
when I was a senior we won South Jersey Group 2 and
went to the state semi-finals.”
Rider days
After being offered a baseball scholarship, Smith
chose to become a Bronc.
“Rider just offered me the best all-around package,” he said. “It was close to home. I got a baseball
scholarship to come here. I could have gone to some
other places, but it wouldn’t have been on a scholarship. [Rider] is Division I baseball. It’s a very good
program, Barry Davis is a great head coach, and it
was just the perfect fit for me.”

Smith’s teammates also feel that he has been a
good addition to the team, both as an athlete and
as a person. Fellow senior pitcher Mike Murphy has
roomed with Smith on various road trips.
“Everybody likes him,” Murphy said. “I actually
don’t know anyone who doesn’t like him. He’s our
captain. He’s our leader. We can always go to Smith
when we need help.”
Murphy also appreciates Smith’s work as a pitcher.
“He’s a great guy to have on the mound,” Murphy
said. “Every time he goes out there he’s worked hard
all week and he’s ready to go. We want him on the
mound in big situations.”
The hard work and determination eventually paid
off for Smith.
“I was honored to be named captain of this team,”
Smith said. “I was chosen by the team as a junior, and
I continued my role as captain through this year as
well.”
Smith said that the stressful side of being captain
“is really nonexistent because we have a great group
of guys.”
“We rarely have problems and when we do they are
addressed,” he said. “There is really not much stress
at all.”
MAAC Championship
One Rider moment that sticks out in Smith’s mind
is his freshman season in 2010 — the year the Broncs
won the MAAC Championship and earned a spot in
the NCAA College World Series. During the championship game, Smith was brought in as the closer to
win it for the Broncs. Smith vividly remembered the
moment of the big win.
“It was a high chopper back to me that I fielded,”
he said. “I knew I had time to collect myself, and I
knew that all I had to do was run the ball back over to
first, flip the ball and we’d win the game. So I took my
time and flipped the ball to [the first baseman’s] chest.
Though it was a routine play, the pressure of winning the championship was weighing on his mind.
“He caught it,” Smith said. “Game over. And
before I knew it, I was at the bottom of the dog pile.”
The championship win was only a small sample of
what was to come for Smith.

Current season
Smith is looking for his 20th career victory as a
Rider Bronc. He holds a 2.93 career ERA and has a
career record of 19-15 over his 92 appearances during
his four years as a Bronc.
His most recent performance came on April
20 during game one of a doubleheader against St.
Peter’s. The Broncs went on to lose this first game
4-2. Smith, who received a no decision, gave a strong
performance for the Broncs, striking out nine of the
30 batters he faced, while only giving up six hits, one
walk and one run before being taken out.
Davis had praise for his team captain, even after
the tough loss.
“He’s been very good, consistent and he keeps us
in the game,” Davis said. “He gives us a chance to win
if we can put some offense together — Tyler’s done a
great job.”
The future
Looking back at his time at Rider, Smith believes
it’s been a great journey, whether as a starter or as a
closer.
“As a closer you need to be pinpoint,” Smith said.
“Each pitch you need to have 100% max effort and
you need to be the best that you can be for those
pitches. It’s a high-pressure situation. Starter is high
pressure too, but you have a little more leeway, a little
bit more freedom to maneuver. You can feel yourself out. If something’s not working for you, you can
change it. You have the time to get into a groove, but
ultimately you have to be 100% each pitch too.”
Smith wants to continue to play, but will be accepting if his playing days do end.
“After Rider I hope to keep playing if I can, but if
not, I’ll hang them up and call it a career and get a
job or possibly go to grad school,” Smith said. “I’m
not sure yet.
Even if he does not continue his career, Smith is
happy with how his pitching has progressed.
“I feel great,” he said. “My progression from when
I was a freshman until now — I’m happy with it. I
wouldn’t want to change anything about it. I don’t
have any regrets and it’s been a blast for these four
years.”

